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IPCC Report
Limiting global warming to 1.5°C would
require “rapid and far-reaching”
transitions in land, energy, industry,
buildings, transport, and cities. Global
net human-caused emissions of carbon
dioxide would need to fall by about 45
percent from 2010 levels by 2030,
reaching ‘Net Zero’ around 2050.
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Emissions 2019
Energy 37.0%
Agriculture - 35.4%
Transport - 20.4%
Others 7.2%

Ireland’s Total
Carbon Budget
available to 2030 is
376 Mte CO2
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Electricity RES-E
43% (2020) to >70% (2030)

Energy industries emission
reduction by over 34%
(2030)
Agriculture
Emission reduction of 16.5
Mt CO2 (2030)

Transport:
Emission reduction of 38%
(2030)
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Energy Trilemma
Security of
Supply

Transition to
70%-100%
Renewable
Energy

Competitiveness
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‘Our Climate
Neutral Future: Zero
by 50’ (2021), Paul
Deane, MAREI
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‘Our Climate
Neutral
Future: Zero
by 50’ (2021),
Paul Deane,
MAREI
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‘Our Climate Neutral
Future: Zero by 50’
(2021), Paul Deane,
MAREI
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How does the grid work?

Generation
companies create
electricity and
compete to supply it
at the best price.

EirGrid ensures there is
enough electricity, then safely
delivers this directly to large
energy users and all around
the grid.

https://www.smartgriddashboard.com/

ESB Networks take
electricity from the
grid and send it to
everyone who needs
it.

Consumers choose an
electricity supplier, confident
that they’ll have a reliable
and secure supply – now and
in future.
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Why is electricity a solution to climate change?

Burning fossil
fuels creates
carbon emissions

Carbon
emissions
create climate
change

Electricity can be generated
from clean and renewable
sources with no carbon
emissions

Clean electricity from
renewable sources
will replace fossil
fuels
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What must change to reach at least 70% by 2030?
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Shaping Our
Electricity Future
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Whole of Electricity System Challenge
Supply
Conventional
Generators

Demand
Grid
Development

Solar
Farms

Wind
Farms

Large Energy
Users

Electric
Vehicles

€/£
Operations

Markets

Heat
Pumps

Shaping Our Electricity System
Consultation
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Generation Portfolio – Widespread Change
Generation in 2020

Generation in 2030
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Network Development to 2030

Generation Led
Put clean electricity
close to where most
power is used

Developer Led
Let developers
decide where to
locate clean
electricity
generation

Technology Led
Try new ways to
move clean
electricity across the
country

To achieve renewable ambitions by 2030 significant grid delivery will be required

Demand Led
Put large electricity
users close to
sources of clean
electricity
generation

Final approach likely to be a blend
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• Government policies would determine the best
location of new renewable generation.
• Preferred locations will consider the strength of
the existing grid and the local demand.
• Likely to lead to more offshore wind generation
close to major cities, with less need for new
onshore renewable generation.
• Requires around 38 Projects / €0.7bn
4.5 GW offshore wind (east coast)
1 GW solar energy and inland wind farms
• Highly likely to succeed
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• Continue to connect new sources of
renewable electricity in any location that
developers request.
• This will create a need for a very large number
of grid development projects – that cannot be
delivered for many years after 2030.
• This approach would also see more power
being generated than can be used.
• Requires over 77 Projects / €1.9bn
4 GW from inland wind farms
2 GW each from solar and offshore wind
• Highly unlikely to succeed.
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• Use innovative ways to move clean electricity
from the west coast to the east coast.
• This will involve isolated underground cables
carrying high voltage direct current – directly
from renewable sources to east cost cities.

• These cables would not integrate with the rest of
the grid. They need large, expensive and complex
converter stations at both ends of each cable.
• Requires over 46 Projects / €1.5bn
4 GW from inland wind farms
2 GW each from solar and offshore wind
• Very challenging to complete in time.
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• Government policies would determine the best
location for large-scale electricity users. These
users, such as data centers, could use 27% of
all the electricity on the grid by 2030.
• This means new high-demand customers would
locate closer to sources of renewable electricity,
and where the grid is already strong.
• Requires over 41 Projects / €0.5bn
4 GW from inland wind farms
2 GW each from solar and offshore wind
• Requires large electricity users to locate in
preferred locations to succeed.
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All Island Engagement Programme
Industry

Statutory

Society

Partners

Governments

Agriculture

Generators

Academia
Regulators

Customers (Conn)

Agencies
Providers (Tech)
Storage
Developers

Elected Representatives

Community

Environment
Lobby Groups
NGOs

UK and EU

Public / Consumer

Segmented and targeted engagement experience
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Comprehensive Engagement
Early March

March

Launch consultation
Start regional roll-out

Rural workshops
Youth workshops

Generation Led
Put clean electricity
close to whereMay
most
power is used
Youth assembly
Deliberative dialogue
Chambers dialogue

June to August
Consultation closes
Analysis & reaction

April
Industry forum
Civil society forum
Thought leadership
Demand Led
OireachtasPut
briefings
large electricity

users close to
sources of clean
September
electricity
generation
Final launch
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Corca Dhuibhne / Dingle Peninsula
South west of Ireland, Corca Dhuibhne / Dingle Peninsula
• Area: 583 sq km and extending 48 km into the Atlantic
• Resident population 12,764, with 2,500 living in Dingle Town;
• 5,063 permanently occupied homes, 1,926 holiday homes (27% of
total)
• Tourism is c. 30% of the local economy, with c.1 million tourists per
annum

Corca Dhuibhne 2030
Transitioning the Peninsula to a low
carbon community by 2030
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The mission of Dingle Hub embraces Sustainability and Digital Transformation
as key drivers for the sustainable development of the rural community

”
”
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These outcomes span all our strategic platforms and span network building, capacity building,
project delivery to new business development and income creation.
Strategic platform
1

Strategic platform
3

Strategic platform
4

Community-engaged
planning

Aggregate demand for
business development

Connected
(home) working
community

Progress
to date

Progress
to date

Progress
to date

Strategic platform
2

Shared workspace
provision

Sustainability

Progress
to date
• Optimal utilisation of nowexpanded space in Cúilín
• Enhanced facilities
including VC, Podcast room
in Cúilín
• Invitations to provide
workspace management
services to other
organisations and sites e.g.
Milltown, Castlegregory

Projects
delivered to date

•

Energy MasterPlan

•

Feasibility Study for
Anaerobic Digestion

•
•
•

•

ESB Networks Dingle
project including EV trials
SFI Activating the Energy
Citizen
Teagasc SKIN project short supply chain
businesses

Re-designed public
transport services for
peninsula routes

•

Electric and Biogas bus
trials on new services

•

Solar powered bus
shelters as communication
tools

Engaged communities

•

•
•

•

Dingle Peninsula
Sustainable Energy
Community (SEC)

ESB Networks Energy
ambassadors
Community Energy
Mentors: Community
Owned Energy Group
and Energy Efficiency
Group
EU SKIN Project
working groups: Food
Production, Tourism,
Tradition/Heritage/Cul
ture and Renewable
Energy Groups

Digitalisation
Projects delivered to
date

•

IoT Farm
Ambassador project

•

IoT Water
Monitoring Project

•

EU Ploutos

Creative Industries

Engaged
communities

•

Farm
Ambassadors:
from 6 to 36
farms

Projects
delivered to date

•

Creative Business
Workshops

•

Principles of Film
Workshops

•

Creative Writing
Workshops

•

Animation Workshops

•

Unlocking collaboration
and funding
opportunities

•

New Businesses start-ups

•

TG4 Creative Company

•

ESB Networks sponsored
arts commission
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Engaged
communities

•
•
•

Film Network

•

Creative
Writing
Network
Creative
Business
Collaborations
Group

•

•

2 x 8 NEWKD Socioeconomic planning
workshops with MAREI
Re-imagine workshops
and concept working
groups
Sustainable Mobility
and Transport have
featured heavily in all
these exercises

• New businesses and
business activity: Solar
Beo, Eask Media, DC Six
Technologies,
Skyscraper.ie, digital
content production
projects, film production,
online performances

• Local chapter of Grow
Remote
• Skill training delivery
• New VC facilities
• Film Network

• Creative Networking
Platform
• Provision of workshops –
How to guides for remote
working and online
collaboration

Energy Master Plan – the starting point
Targets 2030
224GWh

97 ktonnes of CO2
Electrical
heat and
transport

Electricity
17%

Transport
54%

310
GWh

Agriculture
49%

Baseline year 2016
310GWh

Electricity
13%

171
ktonnes

171 ktonnes of CO2
Heat
29%

Oil
35%
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Key 2030 Targets -

Climate Action Plan 2019
CO2
reduction in
sector
relative to
baseline

Total energy
related CO2
emissions
savings

500,000 homes(30%) retrofitted to B2 ~1,410 homes

~14 - 22%

~6 - 10%

400,000 of those get a heat pump
(80%)

~1,130 homes

~30 - 40%

~13 - 17%

840,000 Electric Cars (35%)

~2,670 cars

~12 - 35%

~3 - 8%

Measures under current Climate
Action Plan*

Dingle Peninsula
Equivalent

*Programme for Government, 2020 dramatically increased the ambition set out by Climate Action Plan
2019, with a pledge to achieve a cumulative 50% reduction in emissions by 2030.
Estimated average annual generation of solar PV equivalent is 9.3 kWh/capita on the peninsula, compared
to an Irish average of 2.8 kWh/capita - all due to the projects underway on the Peninsula.
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The Sustainability Pillar in action (1/2)
Energy – established projects

Agriculture – established projects

• ESB Networks Dingle Project

• Teagasc / Kerry Agribusiness / Net Feasa: IoT

• GNI / LECo Anaerobic Digestor Feasibility Study
• IERC / Electric Ireland / ESB Networks StoreNet
Project

• SFI Activating the Energy Citizen
• KETB / SEAI Community Energy Mentor Training

• Climate Hacks integrated within JC curriculum

Farm Ambassador Pilot Project

• Dairy Farmer SEC

• EU SKIN Project
• EU Ploutos Project
• GNI / LECo AD Feasibility Study

• MaREI Engaged Research and Learning Briefs
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The Sustainability Pillar in action (2/2)
Transport – pilot project in development

Tourism – engagement commenced

• Local Link Kerry – new bus routes and frequencies

• Collaborating with Dingle Peninsula Tourism Alliance

• Bus Éireann – new bus routes and frequencies

• EU SKIN Project

• Integrated Sustainable Transport/Mobility pilot in
development with DoT, SEAI, NTA, CIE, BÉ, LLK . Plans for

• EU Ploutos Project

» Low carbon vehicles (EVs and possibly biogas)

• Integrated Sustainable Transport/Mobility Pilot

» Comprehensive Marketing Campaign

» Solar powered bus shelters; engagement and research
‒ Bus stops/shelters, including provision of parking
spaces, bicycle racks,

‒ Opportunities with solar-panelled powered bus
shelters for real-time Community Notice Boards
» Modal Shift initiative to Public Transport, Cycling,
Walking, Car pooling – based on the experience

» Cycleways, Walkways and Greenway
» EV charging locations

Marine – engagement
• IoT Water Monitoring Project
• Connecting with fishing industry through Reimagine work
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Continuous development of external relationships and collaborations and ever-increasing breadth
of co-created learnings, dissemination by our research partner MaREI
Working with applied
academic partners who are
embedded
in projects and generating
research outputs

Certified member
of the EU
Network of Living
Labs

Dingle Peninsula
Case Study:
Regional Information
Centre for Western
Europe

www.corcadhuibhne2030.com
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Conclusions
• Achieving the national targets for successfully addressing climate change (and
meeting our EU commitments) will require significant electrification, including of
industry, heating and transport.
• The electricity system will also require to be decarbonised and to operate with at
least 70% renewables by 2030, moving towards net zero carbon by 2050.
• There will be a need for significant new and upgraded electricity infrastructure.
• The scale of this transformation is more than the electrification of rural Ireland
and many see it as the equivalent of a new Industrial Revolution.
• There will be economic, trade and job creation opportunities from
decarbonisation – but we need to capture them.
• Decarbonisation can only be done by engaging effectively with local communities
and citizens and affecting significant behavioural change.
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